When you should wear

- To clean / disinfect all frequently touched objects / surfaces
  - Break room tables
  - Door handles (trailers, forklifts, cars/pickup trucks, etc.)
  - Lift/scaffold guard rails
  - Scaffolding
  - Stairway handrails
  - Tools
  - Tool gang boxes
  - Paint bucket handles
- While handling any used dishes, cups/glasses, or silverware (Break rooms / areas)
- While handling any garbage on the work site

How to Put On

- Select the appropriately sized gloves
  - Excessive stretch marks = too small and potential for tearing
  - Gloves extend past fingers = too large and items could enter
- Remove jewelry and ensure nails are trimmed
- Hold glove in one hand and insert other hand, spreading fingers
- Pull glove to the wrist covering as much skin as possible
- Check for holes / tears
- Repeat steps for other hand

How to Take Off

- Pinch and hold the outside of one wrist
- Remove glove, pulling away from body over the fingers and turning the glove inside out
- Hold the removed glove in the palm of the hand with the glove still on
- Slide your bare fingers under the glove, at the wrist, ensuring you do not touch the outside of the glove
- Pull the glove away from your body over your fingers, turning the glove inside out
- Dispose of the gloves in the designated area
- Wash your hands IMMEDIATELY before touching any other surfaces/objects